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Gordon equation is shown to be a particular form of the relativistic
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1. Introduction

One of the main objections to the generally accepted

Interpretation of quantum Mechanics that a minority of

physicists including Einstein [l] raised was that it denied

an objective reality to the phenomenal world which Is what

science sets out to describe. By an objective reality Is meant

a world that exists independent of human observation, a simple

argument will illustrate this; the stability of the atom Is a

pre-requisite for the existence of molecular matter, the basis

of all life as we know it. So, atomic stability should be

guaranteed independent of any human observation. If quantum

laws lend stability to an atom then the origin of quantum laws

must be sought in some objective cause more fundamental than in

an observer object mutual interference due to the presence of

a fundamental quantum of action. Many physicists tend to

brush aside such questions and would hold such questions as

meaningless, but the more perceptive of them would recognise

that in the understanding of such enigmas lies the essence

of physics*

The enormous success of quantum mechanics and its

extension to field theory should not be seen as a success of

the quantum theory of measurements [2] but rather of the two

main concepts of quantum mechanics namely that the probability

density for finding a microscopic particle in space time is

expressible as a real bilinear product of complex amplitudes



which obey a second order linear differential equation,

particularly in the non-relativistlc case, the Schrodinger

equation. All the success of quantum mechanics as a physical

theory irrespective of the theoretical formulation should be,

as pointed out by Nelson [3], traced to these tvo concepts.

Therefore, as long as an alternative theory Is able to re-

produce these basic concepts on which the success of the quantum

theory rests it would not be in conflict with the experimental

results favouring the quantum theory.

Both from the interpretational angle as well as for

alternative mathematical formulation the striking similarities

between the classical equations describing Brownian motion of

a particle and the quantum mechanical description of microscopic

particles have been noted by theorists from the earliest days

of quantum mechanics [4j. Two different approaches have received

attention in recent years, the hydrOdynamical model of quantum

mechanics, first formulated by Madelung [5] and later developed

by Bohm [6j and the stochastic approach originally proposed

by Fenyea [7] and Kershaw [&], and subsequently neatly formu-

lated by Nelson [3].

In the Madelung-Bohm formalism, only the initial positions

are random while the particle trajectories are governed by

classical mechanics. This is basically a hidden variable

approach in which we are not interested for the present. In

the Fenyes-Nelson approach the particle is assumed to follow

a classical Brownian path due to the interaction with a

subquantum medium.

In the present paper 1 elucidate on a more direct and

intuitive approach, the basic ideas of which was recently

published [9]. In this paper X develop the ideas set forth

in the earlier paper in more detail and with greater rigour

along with the relatlvistic extension without the inclusion

of spin.

The method presented in the paper for obtaining quantum

equations from classical diffusion equation is basically a

heuristic approach, where stress is laid on Intuitive physical

analogies rather than on rigorous mathematical derivations. The

method differs from that of Nelson and the other curlier

approaches in that the quantum dynamics is derived as a specific

linearised form of classical diffusion in a conformally rotated

space-time. In fact there is an implicit and ad-hoc complexi-

fication of amplitude in Nelson's derivation which is clearly

brought out in Appendix A at the end of the paper. Though

conforms1 rotation of space-time is not a very well understood

procedure as far as its field theoretic ramification 1=

concerned, I leave it for the present as an open ended problem

to be considered for the present as a simple reCipe for

complexification with a possibility for physical interpretation

as I speculate at the end of this paper.



In the past couple of years there has been a great deal

of activity with substantial success in using the ideas and

methods of probability theory and stochastic processes in

quantun mechanics and field theory [lO,ll]. Despite the success,

there remains a general misunderstanding and disbelief in the

validity of applying the ideas of stochastic processes to

quantum phenomenon because it is argued that quantum processes

are time reversible and non-dissipative;whereas the stochastic

processes are fundamentally dissipative and time-irreversible*

In fact, the main unsolved problem of statistical mechanics

t12J which to date remains unresolved is the problem as to how

the time reversible microscopic systems which are the objects

of study of mechanics, both classical and quantum, can generate

the time irreversible, dissipative structures on the large scale

world of day to day life. I believe the formalism developed

in this paper sheds some light on this historical question,

though not yet In rigorous mathematical terms.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II

the Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck equations are introduced and the

conditions for obtaining n linear equation from them are discussed*

In Section III the connection with quantum mechanics of the

equations obtained in the preceding section is established*

Section IV contains an extension of the method for obtaining

relatistic quantum mechanics without spin. In Section V is a

conclusion with some conjectures on the dynamical

origin of space-time and cosmology. In Appendix A a

derivation of Nelson's approach, which makes the ambiguities

involved in that approach apparent, is presented in order

that one appreciates the advantages of the scheme outlined in

this paper. In Appendix B a justification for the neglect

of the non-linear terms in the diffusion equation is given and

it is shown that the non-linear terms cancel each other thus

establishing that the procedure to be outlined is exact. In

Appendix C an outline of the derivation of the relativistic

Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck equations is given.

II. The linearised Kolmoqorov-Fokker-Planck equations

The spacio-temporal development of the transition proba-

b i l i t i e s for a Markovian diffusion process continuous in

space and time i s given by the Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck

equations [13] the forward equation i s

j * )dx1dxj[aj*)(x,t)p(x,tjxo,to)]

(2.1)

where i = 1,2,3 and t > t ,

and the backward equation is

-dtop(x,t,xo,to) = «[j

t2*2)

-6-



where we use the notation dt «= d/dt and tfx^ "%f
nd a H (**»*)

and p}— (x,t) etc. are the microscopic variance and microscopic

mean defined by the expression

Lim
A jJtx-K'),

(2.3)

and

Lim

Equations(2.1) and (2.2) are the most general equations for a

Markovian diffusion process in which the individual particles

undergo a distorted Brownian motion and they are directly

derivable from the Markov semi-group property of the transition

probabilities which tobey the Chapman-Kolmogorov condition

.t;i',t' )p{xy ;i ,t )dV
o' o'

for t > t > t. (2.5)

Real probability densities can be defined through the relationsj

Pfl*.t) = /Pf()?o,to)P(x,tiXo,to)d
3xo at t > tQ (2.6)

and

at t > t. (2.7)

-7-

Therefore it Is readily seen that the two species of proba-

bility densities Pf andf^ at space-time point (x,t) and {x ,t )

satisfy^respectively,the forward and backward equations:

Pf(il.t) -
(2.8)

and

dxoi

We can re-express these equations in terms of real probability

amplitudes defined by the relation

Pf(«.t) and

(2.10)

But before that we have to make a physical approximation,

namely that the Brownian motion under consideration is a

very rapid one so that as a first approximation we may assume

that the functions a£j'(xft) be relatively very slowly

varying functions of space-time in comparison with the

variations in the transition probabilities and their relative

densities, so that we may replace it with the constant tf2

where

(2.U)

-U-



It must, however, be noted that <T is a constant relative

to the very rapid variation in the probabilities of a very

rapid Brownian motion.

Substituting (2.11) into (2.8) and (2.9) it is straight-

forward to get the equations for 0 £ 0 i

and

(2.12)

4 •*(vrf"'

A f+) s^±
£
v i / = pi

fxo

2
/o with i = 1,2,3.

I f we go over to a pure imaginary space-tine ( i x . i t ) by

analytic continuation of the space-time (x , t ) instead of

the Euclidean space time (x, i t ) of Euclidean quantun

mechanics [14,15], by transformntlon (x, t ) -> ( i x , i t ) In

(2.13)

(2.12) and U o , t o ) -

the forward equation

(ixQ , i t Q ) in (2.13). We obtain for

-y-

(2,14)

and the backward equation is

(2.15)

where we define fi = (l)f(ix,it) and fi'o = 0 (i*otit ).

We can recaat (2.14) and (2.15) in the form

.t f

and

(2.1*)

v.
(2.17)

In arriving at the equations (2.1*) and (2.17) fro« (2.8) and

(2.9) respectively we have dropped soae tern* which are shown

to cancel exactly under the condition necessary for the identi-

fication of the diffusion equation with quantum phenomenon (for

details see Appendix B). Equations (2.1*) and (2.17) are the

equivalents of the Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck equations in the

analytically continued pure imaginary space-time in terms of

-10-



the probabil i ty amplitudes, which are no longer r e a l .

We can readily notice that in the l imi t of the two link ends

of the Markov chain ( x , t ) and ( x ^ . ^ ) come vanishingly close, or

in other words x*V^ x and to«—^>t equations (2.16) and (2.17)

become the complex conjugate of each other, provided that the

following holds :

Lim. 0 0< # and M (•) •p-y- (2.18)

where fi is the complex conjugate of 0 ' .

On the other hand, had we remained in real space-time, the Markov

chain In the limit of (*0,to) -T>(x,t) would become singular In

the sense that equations (2.16) and (2.17) would remain unrelated

even at vanishingly small separation of Markov links. We further

demand invarlance of equations (2.16) and (2.17), respectively,

under the phase transformations

and

(2.19)

(2.20)

Invariance under (2.19) and (2.20) requires that (2.16)

and (2.17) be independent of the nonlinear ''dissipative1 •

terms, which can obtain under the condition

(2.21)

-11-

The necessity for (2.21) can be seen more explicitly by

applying Wigner's criterion for time-reversal Invariance, which

demands Invariance of equations (2.16) and (2.17) under the

transformations

t -^ -t} x -* x,

and

followed by complex conjugation of the equation. On applying

this criterion to equations (2.16) and (2.17) we see that the

main impediment to T-invariance of these equations is the

presence of the nonlinear term which does not allow the

T-noninvariant phases to be transformed away by the transfor-

mation of the types (2.19) and (2.20), while the application of

condition (2.21) immediately allows us to have T-invariance of

equations (2.16) and (2.17). Since T-invariance and non-

dissipativity are inter-related [12} we may conclude that the

absence of the nonlinear term in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) when

condition (2.15) is valid allows a non-dissipative diffusion

equation. Thus under conditions (2.21), with use of the phase

transformations (2.19) and (2.20), equation* (2.16) and (2.17)

reduce to the linear forms

* t 0 " .-
and

(2.22)

<2.23)

When condition (2.18) is also satisfied then (2.22) and

-12-



(2.23) are just the complex conjugate of each other. We also

note that the simplest redefinition of probability density in

terms of the new amplitudes 0" which is invariant under the

transformations (2.19) and (2.20) and also satisfies (2.18) is

the bilinear form p " = 0 " * 0 " .

I I I . Connection with quantum phenomenon

The similarity of the form of Eq.(2.23) with the Schrodinger

equation in ordinary space-time is obvious. For the static

diffusion process in the con formally rotated space time with

i>jf>" - 0, assuming (2.18) to be valid, we obtain from

equation (2.23)

V2*)" + A20" = 0 (3.1)

and the time independent Schrodinger equation i t

(3.2)

A comparison of (3*1) and (3.2) reveals the equivalence

2 (f5)(EV). (3.3)and A

Thus we see that if Eq.(2.23) is to describe quantum phenomenon,

then the Inverse length scale A which controls condition (2.21)

must be the inverse de-Broglie wavelength of the particle under-

going the diffusion. For the time-dependent case the de-Broglie

wavelength ceases to have a meaning but A still remains an inverse

length scale at small distances. A comparison of (2.23) with

the time dependent Schrodinger equation.

gives the relation

(3.4)

(3.5)

Thus we see that with this new interpretation of the quantum

phenomenon as a particular l inearised form of the c lass ical

diffusion phenomenon, the quantum nature i s seen to be due to

the non-vanishing of the variance o* which in turn i s dependent

on the nonzero value of Planck's constant. For ponderable

bodies for which m is large, tr -} 0 and c lass ica l determinism

holds. For very small masses when er is f in i t e in comparison

with the deterministic drift term In (2.23) , the process becomes

a diffusion phenomenon. For consistency's sake I note that by

using (3.3) «*nd (3.2) in the defining relationjfl) « ^ we find
a

that the deterministic drift parameter is

(3.6)

which is independent of the Planck's constant. Notice that

the relation (3.5) is in accord with Nelson's [3] choice of the

diffusion constant V « j r • — . I also note that by using

(2.20) in condition (2.21), we obtain

(A I » I" C
(3.7)

which i s s a t i s f i e d when V s . ' i A , which in turn with the use of
o

the de Broglie relation (3.3) leads us to the quantum mechanical

equivalence p «. -inV , where p i s the linear momentum.

-13- - l l t -



What has been demonstrated in the foregoing is that

the classical Markov process at very small space-tine separation*

exhibits peculiar properties akin to the quantum phenomenon when

we 90 over to a conformably rotated pure imaginary Minkowski

space. A length scale emerges from the interplay of the stochas-

tic and deterministic terms of the classical Kolnogorov-Fokker-

Planck equation which for very small space-tin* separation turns

out to be the de Broglle wavelength of the particle undergoing

the diffusion. When the inverse length scale becomes very

large, it dominates over the nonlinear dissipative terms in the

diffusion equation, thereby ''effectively11 linearising it, and

also simultaneously making the equation independent of ''scale'1 -

dependent phases. This linearised Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck

equation which is manifestly nondissipative can be directly

identified with the Schrodinger equation and the stoehasticity

is found to be solely dependent on the nonzero value of the

Planck's constant.

IV. Relativlstlc extension of the scheme

Relatlvlstic extension of the diffusion equation is

beset with problems both conceptual as well as mathematical.

The main difficulty is the inbuilt chronological arrow or the

time-arrow which makes a diffusion phenomenon time-irreversible

like any other thermodynamical phenomenon. So, time has a ,,

preferential role to play as distinct from the spatial coordinates.

However there have been attempts [16] at a relativistic

formulation of the diffusion equation. Here I attempt a formal

generalisation of the Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck equations in

a relativistically covari,ant form and then drive the

Klein-Gordon equations from this master equation. A natural

generalisation of the equations (2.8) and (2.9) in covariant

form is [for an outline of the derivation of these equations

see Appendix C]

and

(4.1)

(4.2)

where x - £x,t J is the Minkowski space.

We obtain (2.6) for the special case a'i'*1 (x) - aij
±'(x',t)

for |i| V I* 0, a11"- a^- 0» a°° = 0| p°(x) =, -1, and

P**(x) •• 0 (x,t) for \i £ 0. A similar case can be obtained

for the backward equation from (4.2). The variance is a

klV Li

tensor aK (x) and the mean is a four vector p^(x) in this case.

The explicit covariant expressions for or and (J1^ can be

written down by using the proper time of the partiei« , namely

where

dS2 - dx^.dx C2dt2-dx.dx

is the line element of the particle trajectory, in the place

of ordinary time in the definition (2.3) and (2.4) when seeking

the relativistic expression for the mean and variance, they

are then.

-16-



Lim

and
(4.3)

(4.4)

Equation (4.1)j (4.2) with the definitions (4.3) and (4.4)

are shown in Appendix c to be directly derivable from a

Markov-semi-group property for the relativistic domain, which

is achieved by postulating the relativistic Chapman-Kolmogorov

condition

withT > t " > I*

where x (X ' a r e assumed to be explicit functions of the

proper time T of the particle executing the random-relativistic

motion. The main conceptual problem with this form of genera-

lisation of the Markov condition is that the diffusion process

develops in both space like and time like regions as

pointed out by Cuerra and Ruggiero [17].

With this understanding we may use (4.1) as the relativist!*

Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck equation and follow the scheme outlined

in Section II to obtain relativistic quantum equations.

Replacinq "(x) with a real amplitude square [ (x) » £<>(xr| In

(4.1) and rearraglnq terms for the case where a J[x) and

f) (x) vary relatively slowly in comparison with the probabilities

so that we nay ignore their space-time dependence, we obtain
the equation for 0 4 0,

^y V v - P V 0Cx) +
I

To carry the procedure of Section II we have to assume certain

structure for the variance tensor a*1 , namely the factored

forn

where C*.i* a constant dimensionless four vector. We assign tho

same value to a as the one obtained in Section III viz. a = "t

Also we define the product C^d = tT • Then (4.5) may be

written in the form.

0(x) = 0

(4.7)

Defining p /a2 s ^ , (4.7) may be written in the fora

= 0 (4.8)

Now assuming the condition that

and after making a conformal rotation x -> ix we obtain from
(4.8),

-17- - 1 8 -



Redefining the amplitudes as />"(x) = $' ( x ) ^

may be written as

* J " ° (4.9a)

(4.10)

A choice of ? = 1 and the identification of/^2 with the

squared inverse compton Wavelength of the particle . undergoing

diffusion leads to the Klein-Gordon equation provided

C Cp =ig v holds, which in fact imposes the condition ̂  » 1

by virtue of (4.6). In order to introduce spin we have to

introduce non-commuting Grassmann variables into our formalism

in order to make C non-commuting four vectors which may then

be identified with the Dirac matrices. For the present I

skirt the problem of formulating a consistent stochastic field

theory with conformal rotation of space-time, which hopefully

could be solved in the near future.

V. Copcluslon and some speculations

The scheme outlined in this paper stresses on two points,

the first is that the quantum phenomenon is an objective

diffusion phenomenon of a special kind derivable from the

Kolmo/'.orov-FokJiei—f'lanek equations when the nonlinear- terms vanish under

certain conditions and the second that the correspondence could be

-19 _

achieved only in a conformally rotated Minkowski space. An

inverse length scale naturally arises from an interplay of

stochasticity and determinism in this scheme and the absence

of stochasticity would result in the infinite inverse length

scale of classical physics which so radically differentiates

the quantum and the classical world. The scheme therefore,

does shed some light on the intriguing question of the origin

of length scale in physics. Furthermore, it is seen that the

relativistic extension of the scheme leads us naturally to

identify the inverse length scale with the invariant compton

wavelength unlike the energy dependent De-Broplie wavelength

of the non-relativistic case.

There is one more aspect which becomes clear in this

procedure. While it is the probability densities which satisfy

a linear equation in the classical diffusion equation it is the

amplitudes which satisfy a linear equation in the case of quantum

mechanics thereby ensuring linear superposition of amplitudes,

which again radically differentiates the quantum and classical

physics. In the present scheme, the linearity of quantum

equations is basically due to the suppression of the nonlinear

tern in comparison with the inverse length scale in the

diffusion equation. This suppression seems to be almost total

and the validity of the quantum substitution for the momentum

of a particle seems almost exact from the limit of success of



quantum theory as on date. 3o long as the suppression of

nonlinearity in the diffusion equation is almost exact, the

superposition principle will also be found to be valid to the

same degree of exactitude. Thus the scheme dots not come within

the purview of the criterion of an objective local theory of

Bell and Clauser in [9l.

The scheme of this paper naturally points to an

objective, nonlocal stochastic origin of quantum phenomenon*

The necessity for conformally rotating the space-time of the

classical diffisuion equation to identify it with quantum

equations must be seen more as a mathematical device which has

to be given a proper physical interpretation. In fact, as Is

apparent from the outline of Nelson's procedure in Appendix A,

the complex!fication of amplitude has to be, somehow smuggled

into a stochastic formulation of quantum mechanics [in Nelson's

case it is through the ansaty {uff Q'* ]. In the present

formalism it is through a conformal rotation which at the moment

is only in the nature of a recipe for complexification of

amplitudes which I do not claim at the moment to be a mathema-

tically rigorous procedure. However, one must recall that at

the time of the introduction of the Euclidean formulation of

field theory in the early fifties it was a totally ad-hoc

procedure and only after nearly a decade was the procedure on

mathematically firm ground.

Seeking physical description of phenomenon using the

tool of analytic continuation to a complex plane is not alien

to theoretical physics: the use of analytic continuation of

energy to a complex plane to describe the resonance particles

in high energy and nuclear physics is an outstanding example.

In a similar way the conformal rotation of space time should

be viewed as a mathematical device to differentiate the stable

space-time at classical time and distances from the unstable

space-time «t quantum time and distance scales. If the necessity

for conformal rotation of apace-time is viewed as indication of some

kind of space-time fluctuations of metrical origin then It

would be tempting to postulate the existence of cosmic gravita-

tional noise in the universe which cause all the quantum

phenomenon and also make them objective. One should expect

on very general grounds the presence of cosmic gravitational

noise In the universe both in a finite Newtonian universe with

action at a distance gravitational forces/or in an Einstein

universe with the myriads of randomly moving mass points in

the universe generating gravitational waves which over a

period of time result in the creation of an all pervading

gravitational noise in the universe. Such a world view

where the cosmos affects the microcosm of elementary particles

and in turn is affected by the aggregations of elementary

particles is radically different from the present day general

belief that It Is possible for physics to construct a theory



of the universe from a complete knowledge of the properties

of the elementary particles. The world view of the present

scheme, however, stresses the obvious fact that it is impossible,

ultimately, to delink the effect of the rest of the cosmos while

considering the behaviour of a particle constituent of the same

cosmos, with the observer, object and the instruments all

inextrically linked to the rest of the cosmos. Thus the idea

that distant cosmic matter influences the physics at any

place within the cosmos and the continuous random changes in

the relative position of matter in the cosmos does seem to

profoundly alter space-time in our neighbourhood is a specula-

tion in conformity with the famous Mach principle. The cosmo-

logical implications of these conjectures will be published

elsewhere.
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Appendix A

In this appendix a Nelson derivation of Schrbdinger

equation is presented in a slightly novel form, basically in

the form presented by SantosflO], which makes explicit the

ambiguities involved in Nelson's method of deriving Schrbdinger

equation from a stochastic form of Newton's law and therefore

will convince the reader that the scheme presented in this

paper is more direct and intuitive.

The Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck equations (2.B) and (2.9)

after making the approximation (2.11) in the limit of (xQ,to)

-> (x,t) m«y be written in the form:

and

(Al)

• (A2)

The operators in the bracket of (Al) and (A2) may be thought of

as differential operations of two kinds the forward derivative D

defined as ^ , , . - , - > o , ,.
I A3)

(A4)

and backward derivative 0 defined as

D#-(*t4
(-V-J«^V-2)

which are exactly the stochastic derivatives defined by

Nelson [3j.



Defining two drift velocities V and u defined as

and u » (A5J

We have,

fV\ (A6)

Thus p l + ; - DX and pv~; - D"x" where X is a random variable

position vector. There are therefore four accelerations defined

by the derivatives of $**' and p'~^ which are D X, D X,

DD X and D DX. In fact, only three of them are independent

due to the continuity equations; (assuming with Nelson

V x v - 0), it is seen that

|{DD-D*D*)X - 0. (A7)

The most general acceleration takes the form

(A8>

One then assumes time reversal invariance of (A8) which

i s invariance under the replacement D -̂>D , then we have to

assume \t - 0 and (A8) reduces to

.$)+?ti.V+l <?V2)Z. (A9)

(A10)

V.v)+(u. V+ I o2V2)(

thus the generalised Newton law reads :

+ A

Equations (A7) and (AIO) allow us to write

or using (A6) in (All) we obtain

Then introducing the following ansatz ;

R(x)+ ̂ J - S(x)
, with o^ V R ."u; yp)

Equations (A12) linearizes with use of (A13) to

t±V> . 0, with F - -9v.

(All)

(A12)

. (A13)

(A14)

(A14) can then i>s identified with the Schrodinger equation

one chooses y m -1 and o . -R/m with the identif ication that

jT" and f are conjugate wave functions. A choice of / ' - O would

make (A12) the ordinary Newton equation. The identif ication
D * " 2R

of f ( x ) m fl f) • e i s natural. But the choice J\ - - 1 does

not shed any l ight on this peculiar feature of quantum

equations.

-26-



Appendix B

In this appendix I show that a l l the extra terms dropped

from equation (2.8) to arrive at (2.16) cancel out exactly when

condition (3 .7) , which implies Vtf i/\ , holds. For simplicity

consider the one dinensional form of (2.8) after assuming (2.10)

and (2,11), when i t reads

i it

'•- pa 0 - *> P . * ( B D

whereas the f inal form (2,IS) in single space dimension

reads

Also, we have

(B2)

= [-2id - / f -2

-2idxA -ixd^A J (B3)

Substituting (B3) in (B2) we have

* (B4)

whtre.s (Bl) a f t e r conformal r o t a t i o n of ( x , t ) - > ( i x , i t ) r e a d s ,

.A] *>'

Therefore the extra terms (say Y) dropped in going from (2.8)

to (2.16) is obtained by subtracting (B5) from (B4) which is:

(BO)

Wh«n condition (3.71 holds i . e . when d ̂ -i t[ is true, then with

t h e c a n o n i c a l e q u i v a l e n c e v a l u e x = - i / / \ (which f o l l o w s from 3 x = 1 ) ,

we see that the extra terms cancel term by term rendering

y = 0 as an exact consequence. Thus under the characteristic

condition d CiA when the diffusion equation becomes identical

with the Schrodinger equation, the extra non-linear terms

automatically vanish without any further assumption and inde-

pendent of the fora of wave function or potential. For the

relativistic case as /] happens to be the inverse of invariant

compton wavelength, the extra terms y vanish identically.
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Appendix C

I define a diffusion process x { O in the Minkowski

space M and assume a generalised relativistic Markov condition

on the relativistic probability densities pr[x(r)j x(7')]

which is further assumed to have no explicit dependence on the

proper time parameter- 7 in accordance with Feynman'g ansatz

for relativistic trajectories [l9j. The Markov semi-Group

property is defined by the relativistic Chapmon-KoImogorov

condition which I pustulate as,

prU(7), x(?')j = /dVpr[*.*"jpr(Vi x
1] with r>7*V'

(Cl)

where „ , \ x d ) and x' = x ( / ) and so on .

As p has no explicit ^dependence,

= 0 (C2)

the displacements Zt x along the random trajectories are

denoted by

Now I briefly outline the derivation of the backward

equation on the lines similar to the proof of the non-

relativistic equation under the assumption (Cl) and (C2).

From the normalisation condition of the transition

probability densities we have

/pr[x<n* «(r')j A
1 = i

Using (Cl) to (C4) it is easy to see that

x pr[x(z");x(r
1)]-pr[xcr);x(t

t)j

By Taylors Formula,

(ce.)

(C6)

The following analytical trans format Ions are Self evident [l3j;

^(x;x()JpJ"(f
71 r

where $ is an arbitrarily small positive number.

(C7)



The second term on the right hand side of (C7) may be

written as :

t*') j x"jdV

d4x" + O[(x"-x)2] (C8)

On passing to the limits-> 0 and using the definitions

of the variance a (x) and drift flf.x) qiven in the text and

using the usual continuity condition for a stochastic process

[I3j which demands that for ,§ > 0 the first term on the

right hand side of (C7) has to vanish in the limit of M _> o,

we finally arrive at the equation (4.2) in the text, with the

backward density defined as:

I)
(x') (C9)

By a similar but more involved procedure analogous to the

derivation of the non-relativistic Kolmogorov forward

equation we can obtain equation (4.1). A more detailed

derivation will be published elsewhere.
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